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Introduction
For brick-and-mortar retailers, engaging with customers solely in the traditional face-toface manner is obsolete and does not take advantage of the ever-increasing use of
mobile devices by customers. According to the 2015 Internet Retailer Mobile 500, 42% of
m-commerce sales in 2014 will have been through mobile apps. Also, according to
studies by IBM, for the Black Friday in 2014, mobile sales accounted for 26.1% of all online
sales, an increase of 24.7% year-over-year. Cyber Monday mobile traffic accounted for
41.2 percent of all online traffic, up 30.1 percent over 2013.
These figures show that a strong mobility strategy is critical for retailers. Mobility can help
stores improve engagement with customers, enhance their brands by effectively
extending their online offerings to the store environment, and enable customers to easily
stay connected while in the store, reducing the risk of them leaving without purchasing.
Another important advantage is the increase in operational efficiencies and productivity
through fine-grain visibility of customer in-store activities and ability to prioritize response to
customer requests.
With more and more customers coming into stores with mobile devices, retailers need a
simple-to-deploy mobile app to complement and enhance a customer’s in-store
experience. The app must be easily customizable for any retailer and has to be easy for
customers to obtain. It also must be intuitive enough for customers to view information
about the retailer (i.e., promotions, request a salesperson). Plus, the app must be able to
quickly inform in-store sales staff about each customer entering the store and meet any
request made by the customer.

The Aerohive Endless Aisle Mobile App Solution – Powered by Magnet Systems
The next-generation mobile retail commerce solution, the Aerohive Endless Aisle Mobile
App, powered by Magnet Systems, Inc., brings concierge-level mobile shopping
experiences to consumers. Whether the consumers are in boutiques, department stores,
or malls, they can access merchandise information at their fingertips and easily engage
store personnel to get answers to their questions. Retailers can also now track consumer
engagement and instantly obtain important information about their customers.
The Endless Aisle solution is designed to help retailers of all sizes use mobility to better
engage customers, grow their business, and increase employee productivity.

Key Solution Features of the Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Customer App to ensure customers can be fully informed of the
products in different aisles and corners
A Sales Associate App to facilitate fulfillment of service and get real-time
visibility of customer traffic and requests
Near-store app wake-up via iBeacon technology to attract customers
with personalized advertisements
In-store “Endless Aisle” merchandise views that are sensitive to fine-grain
location information provided by iBeacon technology
Easy configuration environment to customize and re-direct online store
information quickly
Turn-key infrastructure run-time platform solution either on premise or in the
cloud
Back End Database for updating inventory, branding, look
and feel of the in-app store
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How It Works
The Endless Aisle solution offers 2 mobile apps and a runtime platform to support the
secured and highly scalable operations with Endless Aisle services 24x7. The Customer
iPhone app and the Retailer/Sales Associate app are available on retailers’ enterprise
app stores or Over the Air (OTA) update services.

Customer iPhone App
The discovery and onboarding of the Customer app is simple (diagram below), with
options to download from the app store, either directly or in-store via a Wi-Fi splash page:

When the customer is away from stores, he/she can discover which retailers are having
promotional programs, or be sent promotions via digital marketing. In the background,
the Endless Aisle Services offers retailers branding capabilities for shorter time-to-market.
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When he/she is near a store, the iBeacon wakes up the Customer’s Endless Aisle iPhone
App, which displays appropriate apps and sends a notification to attract him/her to go
inside (see diagram below). The Endless Aisle serves personalized messages based on
brand preferences.

Once the customer is inside the store, the retailer can offer more product information
relevant to the specific aisle or section of the store most relevant through the Customer
app. iBeacon devices located at various locations throughout the store trigger different
product and promotion information to be displayed to the customer. The Endless Aisle
Services provide standard templates for retailers to easily configure screens with their
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online store content and the contextual awareness capability to speedily serve attractive
information to the customers.
The Customer app enables a customer to scan barcodes or QR codes to check price and
availability and to request assistance from a store associate.

If the items are in inventory, customers can request store associates to bring him/her the
items (see diagram below). If a customer has left the store, the app sends reliable
notifications to promote online offers and/or offer store pick-up or home delivery.

Customers can review and rate the customer service. The app and Endless Aisle Services
provide analytics to store management.
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Sales Associate iPad App
Similarly, the onboarding process of the Sales Associate iPad is done either through
retailers’ enterprise app stores or Over the Air (OTA) update services.
The app captures customer requests for assistance and displays them in the order
received. The sales associate can filter the status in the order queue and prioritize. The
store manager can proactively (according to the customer traffic information) send a
sales associate to a busy area. The sales associates can see the customer locations,
details of the requests, and accept requests (see diagram below).

If a customer requests general help, the app help detail screen will show the sales
associate what the customer is viewing on their iPhone. The iBeacon location can
provide more information to enable the Endless Aisle Services to serve highly context
sensitive information.
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Other sales associates can click on a customer in the list to see more information, such as
whether or not he/she is being helped:

Key Differentiators of Endless Aisle App
Aerohive and Magnet have collaborated to offer the following unique capabilities for
retailers to enhance customers’ shopping experiences, app engagement and customer
service levels.

Runtime Platform
The runtime platform enables Endless Aisle Services and consists of:

•
•
•

The Magnet Mobile Server for contextual awareness, reliable notification,
and other Mobile services
The Aerohive Wi-Fi Network and Aerohive AP for location information
services
The Aerohive iBeacon devices for marking locations within the store
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Configuration Capabilities
To enable ease of branding and faster prototyping by retailers, Endless Aisle Services
provide the configuration capabilities to:

•
•
•
•

Load logos and images
Redirect product information from online stores
Gather instantly customer feedback and scores
Perform further customization for advanced experiences

Conclusion
Brick-and-mortar retailers have to face the harsh reality that engaging with customers by
just interacting with them in the store is insufficient and they need to embrace a mobile
experience for their customers. As a result, many retailers today are accelerating their
app rollout to compete for mind-share and revenue. With enhanced in-store experiences
and better knowledge of customer traffic and requests, the Aerohive Endless Aisle solution
provides a golden opportunity to bring in-store revenue and customer service to new
levels. The Endless Aisle solution is part of Aerohive’s Personal Engagement Platform
partner ecosystem that helps retailers obtain a modern and compelling new in-store
experience for their customers.
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About Aerohive
Aerohive (NYSE: HIVE) unleashes the power of enterprise mobility. Aerohive’s technology
enables organizations of all sizes to use mobility to increase productivity, engage
customers and grow their business. Deployed in over 17,000 customers worldwide,
Aerohive's proprietary mobility platform takes advantage of the cloud and a distributed
architecture to deliver scalable, simplified, secure and cost-effective networks. Aerohive
was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif. For more information,
please visit www.aerohive.com, call us at 408-510-6100, follow us on Twitter @Aerohive,
subscribe to our blog, join our community or become a fan on our Facebook page.

About Magnet
Magnet Systems helps mobilize the enterprise with a scalable Enterprise Mobile
Middleware product suite that allows your team to develop, deploy and distribute
enterprise-grade Mobile apps with the least amount of disruption. Magnet’s extensible
infrastructure enables advanced Mobile experiences, accelerates time to market and
drives developer productivity. B2E, B2C and B2B Mobile apps built using Magnet’s Mobile
App Builder, Mobile Server and Branded App Store products are TRUE enterprise-grade.
They are context sensitive, reliable, and secure in a standardized development
framework. Please find us at www.magnet.com.

Corporate Headquarters
Aerohive Networks, Inc.
330 Gibraltar Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94089 USA

EMEA Headquarters
Aerohive Networks Europe LTD
The Courtyard
16-18 West Street
Surrey, UK GU9 7DR

Phone: 408.510.6100
Toll Free: 1.866.918.9918
Fax: 408.510.6199
info@aerohive.com
www.aerohive.com
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